This study investigates experimentally the effects of non-thermal plasma (NTP) induced by a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactor on the characteristics of swirl-stabilized turbulent lean-premixed methane/air flames in a laboratory scale combustor by systematically varying the applied AC voltage, V AC , and frequency, f AC . Especially, it is elucidated how the NTP influences the lean blowout (LBO) limits and the characteristics of CO/NO x emissions depending on flame configuration. Without applying the NTP as the mixture equivalence ratio, φ, decreases from the stoichiometry to a LBO limit, the flame configuration changes from an M-flame (Regime I) to a conical flame (Regime II) and to a columnar flame (Regime III) for the whole range of the mixture nozzle exit velocity, U 0 , (4 -10 m/s). With the NTP, however, it exhibits only Regimes I and II at relatively-low U 0 range (4 -6 m/s), while all three regimes at relatively-high U 0 range (7 -10 m/s). For both velocity ranges, the LBO limits are significantly extended by NTP enhancing the flame stability by induced streamers. Under the relatively-low U 0 range, the streamers induced by the DBD reactor play a critical role in stabilizing the flames such that the degree of extension of the LBO limit depends linearly on V AC and f AC . Under the relatively-high U 0 range, however, the ozone generated by the DBD reactor in Regime III is found to be a major reason in extending the LBO limit, which is substantiated by another flame regime diagram with ozone addition only, and hence, the extension of LBO limit minimally depends on f AC . Simultaneously, the NTP considerably reduces CO emission, while slightly increases NO x emission near the LBO limits due to the enhanced combustion by ozone.
Introduction
In gas turbine combustors and industrial burners, lean premixed combustion has been widely adopted to comply with strict NO x emission regulations because thermal NO x can be significantly reduced at low flame temperatures [1] [2] [3] . Since progressively stringent emission regulations are expected in the foreseeable future, it is required to develop a novel premixed combustion system operating under extremely-lean conditions. For this purpose, numerous experimental and numerical studies of low-NO x gas combustors have been performed [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and have successfully demonstrated the effectiveness of lean-premixed gas combustors and their emission control. At such extremely-lean conditions, however, premixed flames become vulnerable to combustion instability, especially to flame blowout. When the flow speed is high enough or the mixture equivalence ratio is low enough in a premixed gas combustor, the premixed flames cannot be stabilized at a desired position and subsequently propagates downstream, eventually leading to flame blowout [10, 11] . Therefore, it is needed to develop a new technology to effectively stabilize flames within a combustor together with a swirler or a bluff body, while further reducing NO x /CO emissions from the current levels without employing expensive facilities for exhaust gas clean-up.
During the past two decades, plasma has emerged as one of the promising techniques to enhance combustion, reduce pollutant emissions, and control combustion instability [12] [13] [14] .
Many studies have successfully demonstrated that NO x and/or particulate matter (PM) emissions can be significantly reduced by utilizing various types of plasmas such as gliding arcs [15] , pulsed corona discharge [16] [17] [18] , and dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) [19, 20] .
Especially, the applicability of non-thermal plasma (NTP) such as microwave discharge and DBD to combustion systems has been investigated because it has relatively-low power consumption compared to thermal plasmas [21] [22] [23] [24] .
More specifically, Cha et al. [23] applied DBD to a flame region and demonstrated that the NTP applied through a DBD can suppress soot generation in co-flow jet diffusion flames by showing significant reduction of yellow luminosity radiated from soot particles. Cathey et al. [22] found that transient NTP can enhance ignition delay, peak pressure, and heat release rate by inducing streamers, as compared with conventional spark ignition systems.
They suggested that the transient NTP has great potential for improving lean combustion and controlling pollutant emissions. Song et al. [24] characterized the reduction of PM, hydrocarbons (HC), and NO x emissions by applying a DBD to diesel exhaust gas. They reported that PM and HC emissions are decreased with increasing the peak voltage of the DBD, of which removal efficiency ultimately levels off at high voltages. However, the removal efficiency of NO x is reduced with increasing the peak voltage at high voltages.
NTPs have also been applied to laboratory-scale dump combustors to enhance combustion stability [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The effects of nano-second pulsed discharges (NSPD) on the dynamics of swirl-stabilized flames were investigated in several studies [25] [26] [27] [28] . Especially, Lacoste et al. [25] demonstrated that an unstable flame can be effectively stabilized by applying NSPD because it can reduce velocity fluctuation amplitude by an order of magnitude due to its thermal effect. Versailles et al. [29] elucidated the effects of DBD on flame flashback in a dump combustor. An ionic wind induced by a DBD reactor increases flow velocity in the boundary layer inside the fuel/air nozzle. Consequently, relatively-high velocity in the boundary layer can prevent flame flashback at high equivalence ratios, leading to the extension of the stable operation regime of the combustor. DBD reactors generate streamer discharges or in short, streamers which are a transient electric discharge, featuring the release and transmission of electricity with applied electric field through a gas [31] . The streamers are generated through synergistic interaction between electrons and electric field, and thus, they play a critical role in stabilizing flames by enhancing chemical reactions [32, 33] .
Another example of the DBD reactors is for large-scale ozone generation in the industry.
Ozone can be generated by applying high AC voltage to a DBD reactor for which the discharge space is filled with oxygen or air. Chemical reaction pathways for ozone generation in a DBD reactor starts with the dissociation of oxygen molecules to oxygen atoms by the electron impact in an electric field, and subsequently, oxygen atoms react with oxygen molecules to yield ozone. Therefore, the energy efficiency of ozone generation is strongly related to the production efficiency of oxygen atoms in the DBD reactor [34] [35] [36] . In general, ozone initiates and accelerates the chain branching reactions of hydrocarbon oxidation, and hence, even small amount of ozone addition to flames can improve the combustion efficiency [37] [38] [39] .
These previous studies have successfully demonstrated that the NTP can control flame stability and reduce pollutant emissions by generating streamers and/or ozone. However, it has not been fully elucidated how the NTP can enhance lean premixed combustion according to flame configurations and change the characteristics of pollutant emission in a premixed gas combustor. Therefore, the objective of the present study is to experimentally investigate the effects of NTP applied through a DBD reactor on turbulent lean-premixed methane/air flames in a laboratory scale swirl-stabilized dump combustor. Especially, the influences of NTP on the extension of lean blowout (LBO) limit of the premixed flames and the characteristics of CO/NO x emissions are elucidated. For the present study, we adopt the DBD technique to generate NTP because it can be applied to conventional gas combustors with only a simple modification [30] . Note that the plasma effects on the LBO and CO/NO x emissions of swirl-stabilized and bluff-body stabilized methane/air flames have been investigated in previous studies [30, 40] . In the present study, however, we focus more on the NTP effects on the LBO limit extension, which appear in different forms depending on the mixture velocity or the flame configuration, especially the effect of ozone addition. As such, the degree of LBO limit extension can be characterized by the applied voltage and frequency of NTP and the mixture velocity.
Experiment
The experimental apparatus consists of a swirl-stabilized dump combustor, a gas supply system, an NTP-generating system, a gas analyzer, an ozone generator and analyzer, and a visualization system, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The burner has a center body made of stainless steel with the diameter 12 mm through which the fuel (methane, 99.95%) is supplied. Near the exit, it has a tapered region (23.6 • ). Compressed dry air is supplied through a concentric region with the diameter of 18 mm. The exit region is also tapered and the exit diameter is 11 mm. A single axial swirler with the vane angle of 45 • is installed just before the tapered region. The fuel is injected into the concentric region via ten holes with 0.1 mm diameter on the center body at 23 mm below the swirler and at the exit of the swirler (see the red lines in Fig. 1a ). The fuel and air are expected to be reasonably well mixed before entering the combustor section. A ceramic nose cone with 3 mm diameter, which protrudes by 8 mm from the mixture exit, is installed to effectively generate streamers near the flame edge. To visualize flames and streamers, the combustion chamber is surrounded by a quartz tube (inner and outer diameters are 33.5 and 40 mm, respectively).
For the present study, flow rates of fuel and synthetic air (21% O 2 and 79% N 2 by volume) are determined according to the mean velocity at the mixture nozzle, U 0 , and the corresponding mixture equivalence ratio, φ, is evaluated based on them. The flow rates are controlled by mass flow controllers. In the present study, φ varies from 1.0 to a value at which the flame is blown out for a given U 0 , which changes from 3 to 10 m/s. Therefore, the mixture Reynolds number, Re D h (≡ D h U 0 /ν), varies from 1911 to 6370, where D h and ν are the hydraulic diameter and the kinematic viscosity at the mixture exit, respectively.
Note that measurement error in φ is approximately 1% for a given U 0 . For U 0 , its measure error is less than 0.5%.
The swirl intensity is characterized by the swirl number defined by the ratio of the axial flux of the tangential momentum to the product of the axial momentum flux and the characteristic radius [41, 42] . The specific swirl number needs to be determined based on the injector configuration and flow profiles. For a typical single-element injector with a flat vane swirler, the swirl number, S, can be expressed as [41, 43] :
where r i and r o are the inner and outer radii of the swirler with 6 and 9 mm, respectively, and θ is the angle of the swirler vane of 45 • . As such, S is estimated to be 0.84, which is large enough to generate vortex breakdown and develop a central toroidal recirculation zone downstream of the nozzle [41, 44] . The recirculation zone extends as the swirl number increases [45] . Such flow structure could provide a dominant flame stabilization mechanism.
The NTP generator is composed of a DBD reactor and a power supply system (Trek, 10/10B-HS). The DBD reactor is composed of the stainless cone section (applying high voltage) and a cylindrical woven stainless-steel mesh electrode with 20 mm in height and 1 mm thickness surrounding the outer quartz tube. The stainless steel center body serves as a central high voltage electrode while the mesh acts as the ground electrode. The installation location of the mesh is optimized above the ceramic mixing chamber to maximize the generation of streamers.
As mentioned previously, the ceramic sharp nose cone is installed on top of the center body. The reason being that is it can increase the circumferential distance at the top of the stainless center body in generating more distributed streamers and increasing optimal ranges of applied root mean voltage, V AC , and applied frequency, f AC , as compared with a pointing center body and our previous tip configuration with 8 pointed tips on top of a center body with flush end [30] . For instance, streamers are generated for 0.2 ≤ f AC ≤ 2.2 kHz at 7 kV (rms) with previous sharp tips because there exists a limitation of frequency over which the power supply is shut down at a fixed voltage. However, it can be operated for 1 ≤ f AC ≤ 4 kHz at 7 kV (rms) with the installation of the present ceramic cone, which significantly intensifies streamers. Note that when f AC increases gradually for a given V AC , the induced streamers become stronger because higher electric power can be achieved as in [46, 47] . In this study, streamers are generated only when flames exist. This result implies that streamers and flames have synergistic effects on each other [32, 33] , which will be discussed later.
The dielectric barrier such as the quartz tube and the ceramic nose cone enables electrons to be accumulated dynamically on the electrodes, consequently allowing them to generate an opposing electric field to the applied field in its every half cycle [48] . This opposing field is crucial in preventing glow-to-arc transition at atmospheric pressure. The electric power is supplied to the fuel nozzle by applying AC voltages and frequencies in the range of 5 -7
kV and 1 -4 kHz, respectively.
In a comparative study with ozone addition, a small fraction of the O 2 stream is bypassed to the ozone generator (Ozonetech, LAB-II) as shown in Fig. 1b to achieve high yields of ozone without generating undesirable plasma byproducts such as NO x [49] . The ozone concentration in the synthetic air is then measured with an ozone analyzer (Ozonetech, OM-1500B), of which measurement error is found to be less than 1%. As such, we can accurately measure absolute ozone concentration supplied to the fuel/air mixture. Finally, the synthetic air stream containing ozone is mixed with the fuel at the mixing region. Therefore, the equivalence ratios for both flames with plasma and with ozone addition are identical. To measure the relative chemiluminescence intensity of ozone in flames with/without plasma and the ozone from the ozone generator only, a bandpass filter (254 ± 10 nm) is used to improve the fidelity of the measurement by blocking ambient light. The wavelength of 253.7 nm is used based on a peak absorption cross section area of ozone 1.137 × 10 −17 cm 2 at 300 K [50, 51] .
To measure CO and NO x emissions, exhaust gas is sampled at the exhaust end of the combustor marked as (ii) in Fig. 1b and analyzed using a gas analyzer (Maxilyzer NG). A digital camera is used for direct flame visualization. It has been reported that spontaneous light emission from streamers in air primarily occurs by N 2 (C 3 Π u − B 3 Π g ) transition at 337.1 nm [52] . Thus, the streamers can be visualized with an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera (Princeton Instrument, PI-MAX4:2048f) through a narrow bandpass filter (337 ± 10 nm) to minimize the interference from the chemiluminescence of flame. In addition, the streamer field is measured with a high-speed camera (Olympus, iSpeed3) with 
NTP characteristics in flames
From the DBD reactor, non-thermal plasma is induced in the form of electric discharges or streamers that are highly affected by flames [23, 30, 53] . For instance, it was found from a previous study [30] that the existence of flame significantly enhances the plasma generation compared to nonreacting flow without flame. To identify the effect of flame on the generation of NTP in the present swirl combustor, the characteristics of streamers induced by the DBD reactor are investigated first by varying the mixture equivalence ratio, φ. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolutions of voltage and current between the electrodes measured by the oscilloscope in the presence of flame with three different φ. In addition, those for a nonreacting flow is also shown in the figure. When AC with V AC = 7 kV and f AC = 4 kHz is applied, the voltage exhibits a sinusoidal waveform and its peak value is approximately 10.6 kV.
It is readily observed from Fig. 2a that several spikes of electric current appear during a period of the voltage variation. Such electric current spikes represent the occurrence of streamers induced by the DBD reactor in the flame, featuring filamentary micro-discharges with a duration of a few nanoseconds [54] . The streamers tend to be randomly distributed in the flame front region as well as in time (see Supplementary Material-I (SM-I)). Note that in the presence of flame, the streamers are less frequently generated and their intensities become weaker as φ decreases from 0.9 to 0.52, while there exists no streamers for the nonreacting flow. This implies that the characteristics of streamers are highly affected by the flame strength. In other words, the enhancement of streamer generation is primarily attributed to high gas temperature and abundant ions in flames [54, 55] . In addition, the current spikes appear only when the central electrode becomes anode or during the positivehalf cycle of the voltage variation because the streamers are usually induced through typical positive corona [56] . More details of steamer generation in flames were reported previously [23, 30, 53] .
To further characterize the NTP, we measure the power consumption of NTP based on a method proposed in [40, 57, 58] . As shown in Fig. 3 , the power consumption of NTP increases with increasing V AC and f AC while it does not change much with U 0 and φ. The maximum power consumption is found to be approximately 20 W at 7 kV and 4 kHz, corresponding to 1 -2% of thermal loading from combustion near the LBO limit similar to [40] . This result implies that it is reasonable to use NTP for combustion enhancement because only a small fraction of thermal load is needed to generate the NTP. Similar to previous studies [59, 60] , typical flames in the present study can be classified into three different modes according to their configurations when the equivalence ratio varies at a specified mixture velocity: (1) The regime diagram of swirl-stabilized turbulent lean-premixed methane/air flames without NTP in the U 0 − φ space is shown in Fig. 4a . Note that the experimental procedure is that the boundaries of all the flame regimes are identified by decreasing φ from the stoichiometry to φ at the LBO limit for a fixed U 0 .
Overall flame characteristics

Flame regimes without NTP
In Regime I, a stable M-shaped flame attached near ceramic nose cone is observed as shown in Fig. 4b -i. As φ decreases for a given U 0 , however, an unstable flame mode develops at the transition from Regime I to Regime II, marked as the blue symbols. At such equivalence ratio, the flame shape starts to alternate between an M-flame and a conical flame for the whole velocity range, which is often called the outer recirculation zone flame flickering [59] . As φ is further decreased, another flame shape change occurs from a conical flame flame is lifted off from the ceramic nose cone and is then blown out beyond the LBO limit.
It is also readily observed from Fig. 4b that the flame length increases with decreasing φ.
These results are consistent with previous experimental studies of swirl-stabilized premixed flames [30, 59, 60] . Moreover, under relatively-high velocity conditions (7 -10 m/s), Regimes II and III exist in a broader area in the U 0 − φ space than those under relatively-low velocity conditions (4 -6 m/s). In general, the flame strength becomes weaker with decreasing φ and increasing U 0 . Thus, the regime transition from Regime I to Regime II to Regime III occurs at larger φ with increasing U 0 as shown in Fig. 4a [61] . As the columnar flame in Regime III approaches its LBO limits, it is lifted off and elongated along the inner recirculation zone. For large U 0 , however, the inner recirculation zone becomes stronger and holds the lifted flame more effectively with increasing U 0 [62] . Therefore, the lifted flame is blown out at smaller φ with increasing U 0 under relatively-large U 0 conditions (7 -10 m/s), while the inner recirculation zone is not fully developed at relatively-small U 0 (4 -6 m/s), and consequently, the columnar flame comes to be blown out at larger φ with increasing U 0 . achieved in a wider range of φ, leading to the extension of the LBO limits. It is of interest to note that in Regime I, very strong streamers are generated everywhere in the flame zone while in Regime II, streamers are mostly generated near the flame fronts (see Fig. 5b and SM-I). As such, streamers in Regime I may not play an important role in stabilizing the flame nor affect Regime I boundary extension; however, those in Regime II can help to stabilize the flame, consequently extending the boundary of Regime II.
Flame regimes with NTP
Second, the LBO limit with NTP is extended with increasing U 0 in the relatively-high U 0 range, which is opposite to the trend without NTP. At relatively-high U 0 , the LBO limit without NTP is extended due to recirculation zone enhanced by high velocity as discussed above. In the presence of NTP, however, the effect of NTP overwhelms that of enhanced recirculation zone, which renders turbulent premixed flame with NTP to be weak with increasing U 0 .
Third, the LBO limit extension is achieved by Regime II extension at relatively-low U 0 conditions (4 -6 m/s) and by Regime III extension at relatively-high U 0 conditions (7 -10 m/s), which implies that the combustion enhancement mechanism by the NTP may differ for the two different regimes or for the high-and low-U 0 conditions. Based on the observation of stronger streamers occurring in Regime II than Regime III and previous experimental studies of ozone effect on combustion enhancement [37, 39, 65] , we can conjecture that the streamers induced by the DBD reactor may extend Regime II at relatively-low U 0 (4 -6 m/s) while the ozone produced from the NTP enlarges Regime III at relatively-high U 0 (7 -10 m/s). This point is further discussed below.
Effects of NTP on lean blowout limit
Effect of streamers at low U 0
As discussed above, the LBO limit extension at relatively-low U 0 is attained mainly through Regime II, which is conjectured to occur by the synergistic interaction between flames and streamers (see Fig. 5 ). In general, NTP, which is induced in the form of streamers, can enhance reactions in flames by increasing temperature, producing a pool of ions/electrons, excited species, and radicals, and/or inducing ionic winds and fuel fragmentation [32, 33] . Since such thermal, kinetic, and transport effects cannot be differentiated from one another in the present study, henceforth we collectively refer to them as the "streamer effect". frequently generated by the synergistic interaction with flames in Regime II than in Regime III, which in turn leads to the LBO limit extension of Regime II as shown in Fig. 5 .
These streamer characteristics indicate that the premixed flames in Regime II become stronger with increasing N st and I st,max that monotonically increase with V AC and f AC . As such, it can be expected that the LBO limits can be more extended by streamers with increasing V AC and f AC [63] . Moreover, premixed flames generally become weaker with increasing U 0 , leading to the LBO limit reduction. Therefore, one may correlate the degree of extension of φ at the LBO limit by streamers with V AC ·f AC ·U −1 0 for various V AC , f AC , and U 0 as shown in Fig. 8 . Note that the degree of extension of φ, Y , is defined by the difference between φ at the LBO limit with and without NTP, |φ LBO,AC − φ LBO,0 |, normalized by φ at the LBO limit without NTP for a specified U 0 , φ LBO,0 .
The result shows that the degree of extension of φ at the LBO limits is well correlated of interest to note that for V AC < 6 kV and f AC < 2 kHz, the NTP has no effect on the extension of the LBO limits because streamers are not generated below the threshold values of AC voltage and frequency [54] .
Effect of ozone at high U 0
As discussed above, the LBO limits are found to be extended by streamers at relativelylow U 0 in Regime II (see Fig. 7 and SM-III). However, only weak streamer or corona is observed at relatively-high U 0 in Regime III (see Fig. 7 and SM-IV). Since the DBD reactor can generate ozone without strong streamers [66, 67] , we conjecture that ozone generated by the DBD reactor could affect chemical reactions near flame region, enhancing the combustion in Regime III and ultimately extending the LBO limits. Henceforth, we refer to it as the 'ozone effect', which is actually related to the kinetic effect of NTP to generate radicals such as O, O 3 , and NO [32, 33] .
To test the effect of ozone generation on the extension of the LBO limit, we first measure the relative chemiluminescence intensity of ozone induced by the NTP for various V AC and f AC using the ICCD camera with a narrow bandpass filter (254 nm ± 10) as explained in Section 2. Since we need relative ozone amounts at different conditions, we measure ozone intensity with the ICCD camera rather than its concentration with extensive laser diagnostics. Figure 9 shows the radial distributions of ozone chemiluminescence intensity, I O 3 , for various V AC and f AC , which is normalized by the maximum ozone intensity, I O 3 ,max , at V AC = 7 kV and f AC = 4 kHz for φ = 0.50 and U 0 = 8 m/s. Note that the axial location for measuring the ozone intensity is 5 mm above the mixture exit nozzle, where the flamebase is located. The radial direction is normalized by the flame radius, r f , that is approximately 5 mm at the flamebases of the columnar flames. Also note that the asymmetric measured ozone intensity is primarily attributed to the limitation of ozone measurement through the obstruction of the woven mesh in the DBD reactor.
It is readily observed from Fig. 9 that the ozone chemiluminescence intensity is increased with increasing V AC when V AC is greater than 5.0 kV for f AC = 4 kHz. Theoretically, an oxygen molecule is split into two single atoms by NTP, which then recombine in triplets to form ozone [35, 49] . As such, when the electric energy applied to the DBD reactor is not high enough, oxygen molecules would not be decomposed, leading to low level of ozone concentration similar to that with V AC = 5.0 kV in Fig. 9a . It is also found from Fig. 9b that the effect of f AC on the ozone intensity is negligible, similar to [57] . These results imply that the LBO limit extension by ozone is affected mainly by V AC .
Although the ozone concentration in the lean premixed flames was only qualitatively measured, we could effectively estimate the relative amount of ozone generation for different
V AC and f AC by measuring its chemiluminescence intensity with the ICCD camera. In this time, we supply ozone generated from the ozone generator directly to flame without NTP and measure its ozone chemiluminescence intensity at 5 mm above the mixture exit nozzle.
By comparing the ozone intensities for cases with ozone addition only to those for cases with/without NTP, we can quantitatively estimate the ozone amount generated by NTP as shown in Fig. 10 . As discussed in Section 2, ozone supplied directly to the flame is generated from the oxygen flow by the ozone generator and its concentration is accurately measured by the ozone analyzer (see Fig. 1b ). The ozone chemiluminescence intensity is measured under various conditions: without plasma and ozone addition at φ = 0.55, with plasma at V AC = 7 kV and f AC = 2 kHz at φ = 0.50, and with 4000 and 10000 ppm ozone addition at φ = 0.50. We adopted two different equivalence ratios for the ozone intensity measurement because the LBO limits are different from one another: for instance, it is φ = 0.522 without plasma and ozone addition, φ = 0.467 with plasma, and φ = 0.495 with the addition of ozone of 4000 ppm, respectively. Note that ozone addition without plasma can also extend the LBO limits. This is because O 3 molecules supplied to the mixture nozzle split into O radicals in the preheat zone, which initiate and accelerate the chain-branching reactions of hydrocarbon oxidation, ultimately enhancing combustion [37] [38] [39] .
Several points are noted from Fig. 10 . First, there are no ozone traces for the case without plasma and without ozone addition as can be expected. Second, the intensity and distribution of ozone become stronger and wider as the amount of ozone addition increases from 4000 to 10000 ppm. Moreover, the maximum ozone intensity with 10000 ppm ozone addition becomes quite comparable to that with NTP, which substantiates that the LBO limit is also extended by the ozone addition. Third, ozone generated by NPT is concentrated near the central electrode where corona is observed (see SM-IV); however, the supplied ozone through the ozone generator is relatively broader than that with NTP, which is primarily attributed to the ozone supply method through the mixture nozzle. This result implies that ozone can be generated by O atoms induced by NTP reacting with O 2 between the central electrode and the lifted flame even though O atoms typically react with fuel molecules much faster than they recombine with other O 2 molecules in flame. These results substantiate that the ozone generated by NTP can enhance the chain-branching reactions of the premixed flames, effectively leading to the extension of the LBO limits at relatively-high U 0 (Regime III).
To directly estimate the effect of ozone addition on the LBO limit extension, another flame regime diagram for premixed flames with different amounts of ozone addition is shown in Fig. 11 . For comparison purposes, the flame regime diagrams with/without NTP are also shown in the figure. As the amount of ozone addition is increased from 1000 ppm to 10000 ppm, the LBO limit is significantly extended in the relatively-high U 0 range (7 -10 m/s); especially, the LBO limit with 10000 ppm ozone addition becomes comparable to that by NTP. In the relatively-low U 0 range (4 -6 m/s), however, the LBO limit remains nearly identical to that without NTP regardless of the amount of ozone addition. These results substantiate that the LBO limit extension in the relatively-high U 0 range is primarily attributed to ozone generation by NTP.
Moreover, we can also conjecture from the results that a conical flame in Regime III can survive at lower φ with the help of ozone, only when the inner recirculation zone becomes strong enough to stabilize it. As a columnar flame approaches its LBO limit in the relativelyhigh U 0 range, it is lifted off by high U 0 and is stabilized by the relatively-strong inner recirculation zone, which subsequently provides enough space between the flamebase and the mixture nozzle exit for ozone generated by NTP or ozone supplied from the ozone generator to enhance reactions at the flamebase, leading to the LBO limit extension. In The ozone effect on the chain-branching reactions implies that the premixed flames in Regime III become stronger with increasing ozone concentration that is monotonically proportional to V AC for a specified U 0 . As such, it is expected that the LBO limits can be more extended by the amount of ozone generated by the NTP with increasing V AC . Therefore, one can correlate the degree of extension of φ at the LBO limits by ozone with V AC · U −1 0 for relatively-high U 0 (7 -10 m/s) with V AC = 6 -7 kV and f AC = 2 -4 kHz as shown in Fig. 12 .
As readily observed from the figure, the degree of extension of φ at the LBO limits is well correlated with X = V AC · U −1 0 and the best correlation is found as Y = 0.40X − 0.23 with the correlation coefficient of R = 0.93, which also verifies that the LBO limits are extended by ozone generated by NTP at relatively-high U 0 and the degree of its extension is linearly proportional to the applied AC voltage. The effect of f AC on the LBO limit extension is marginal at relatively-high U 0 conditions even though very weak electric discharge occurs near the bottom of flame. In addition, the effect of NTP on the LBO limit extension at relatively-high U 0 is more significant than that at relatively-low U 0 . For instance, the maximum degree of extension of φ is 18.7% at relatively-high U 0 (7 -10 m/s), which is much larger than that of 8.4% at relatively-low U 0 (4 -6 m/s).
It is of importance to note that the effects of NTP on the LBO limit extension highly depends on the flame configuration of turbulent swirl-stabilized lean-premixed flames. When a conical flame (Regime II) exists near the LBO limit, the NTP enhances combustion through streamer discharges. However, the NTP improves the flame strength in the form of ozone when the premixed flame exhibits a columnar flame configuration (Regime III) near the LBO limits. As shown in Fig. 5b , the conical flame in Regime II covers the whole combustor, and hence, serves as an extended electrode by reducing the effective distance between the electrodes [53] , leading to the improvement of streamer generation. However, once the flame configuration changes from a conical flame (Regime II) to a columnar flame (Regime III) due to high velocity and/or low equivalence ratio, the flame can cover only narrow region near the central fuel nozzle (see Fig. 5b ), which comes to significantly reduce the streamer generation.
Effects of NTP on CO/NO x emissions
In the previous sections, we discussed how the non-thermal plasma extends the LBO limits of swirl-stabilized turbulent lean-premixed methane/air flames. This LBO limit extension is usually achieved by enhancing combustion with streamers and ozone depending on the flame regimes. However, the combustion enhancement by NTP is usually accompanied by the reduction of CO emission and the increase of NO x emission. To quantitatively understand the effects of NTP on CO and NO x emissions, we measure CO and NO x emissions of the premixed flames with/without NTP and with ozone addition at U 0 = 8 m/s as shown in Fig. 13 . The amounts of CO and NO x emissions are measured using the exhaust gas analyzer and corrected on a dry basis of 15% oxygen. We cannot measure more than 1000 ppm emission including both CO and NO x due to the limitation of the gas analyzer used for the present study, which is denoted by 'measurement limitation' in the figure. Several points are noted from Fig. 13 . First, it is readily observed that NO x emission from the flame with NTP is decreased as the flame approaches the LBO limit. Its amount, however, is relatively larger than those without NTP and with ozone addition only. For the flame with NTP in Regime II, combustion enhancement by intense streamers increases local flame temperatures, ultimately leading to relatively-high level of NO x emission (≈ O(10) ppm) [32, 33] compared to those without NTP and ozone addition only. In Regime III near the LBO limit, however, overall flame temperature is relatively low due to low φ and local flame temperature increase by ozone is marginal compared to that by streamers, resulting in a considerable decrease of NO x emission compared to that in Regime II.
Second, CO emissions are significantly increased with decreasing φ for all flames, which is primarily attributed to the occurrence of incomplete combustion as the flames move towards their LBO limits. However, CO emission from the premixed flame with NTP is relatively lower than those without NTP and with ozone addition only for a specified φ near the LBO limit. In general, ozone supplied to flames can enhance complete combustion, and hence, it can significantly reduce CO emission and somewhat increase NO x emission [37, 68] .
Note that NO x can be produced by the plasma, which may add to NO x emission. Typically, combustion enhancement by NO x occurs only when its amount is large enough (e.g.
1000 -10000 ppm) [69] . However, the amount of NO x emission in the present experiments is at most 20 ppm as shown in Fig. 13 although it is not measured within the flames. The residence time for NO x formation is much longer (so its effective formation occurs in the post-flame zone of a premixed flame) than that for the oxidation reactions in a flame zone.
As such, the formation of NO x is expected not to enhance combustion. In this context, the LBO limit extension in the relatively-high U 0 range can be attributed to ozone generation. It will be interesting to test the combustion enhancement effect by NO x produced by a plasma in a future study.
Conclusions
The effects of non-thermal plasma on the extension of the lean blowout limit and the characteristics of CO/NO x emissions of turbulent lean-premixed methane/air flames were investigated experimentally in the laboratory-scale swirl-stabilized dump combustor with the dielectric barrier discharge reactor by varying the applied AC voltage, V AC , and frequency, f AC . The followings are the results found from this study. 2. In Regime II at relatively-low U 0 conditions (4 -6 m/s), the intensity and the generation frequency of streamers are found to be proportional to applied V AC and f AC , and hence, the degree of extension of φ at the LBO limits is well correlated with V AC · f AC · U −1 0 . This result indicate that streamers induced by the DBD reactor play a critical role in stabilizing the flames by their synergistic interaction with flames.
3. In Regime III at relatively-high U 0 (7 -10 m/s), the ozone concentration is found to be proportional to only applied V AC . As such, the degree of φ extension at the LBO limits is found to be well correlated with V AC · U −1 0 . This implies that the ozone induced by the DBD reactor in Regime III extends the LBO limit by enhancing complete combustion in the combustor. Another flame regime diagram with ozone addition only substantiates that the LBO limit extension in the relatively-high U 0 range is primarily attributed to ozone generated by the NTP.
4. It is also found that the NTP can considerably reduce CO emission compared to those without NTP and with ozone addition only. However, the NTP produces O(10) ppm NO x emission in Regime II, which is significantly reduced in Regime III near the LBO limit. All of the results are attributed to the enhanced combustion by streamers or ozone produced by the DBD reactor.
